We present an experimental comparison of the reinforcement process between Learning Classifier System (LCS) and Reinforcement Learning (RL) with function approximation (FA) method, regarding their generalization mechanisms. To validate our previous theoretical analysis that derived equivalence of reinforcement process between LCS and RL, we introduce a simple test environment named Gridworld, which can be applied to both LCS and RL with three different classes of generalization: (1) tabular representation; (2) state aggregation; and (3) linear approximation. From the simulation experiments comparing LCS with its GAinactivated and corresponding RL method, all the cases regarding the class of generalization showed identical results with the criteria of performance and temporal difference (TD) error, thereby verifying the equivalence predicted from the theory. 
EXTENED ABSTRACT
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the fields of Reinforcement Learning (RL) and Evolutionary Computation (EC).
LCSs had long been regarded as weak in the theoretical sense due to their complicated mechanisms. That was until the invention of the Zeroth-level Classifier System (ZCS) [6] and the eXtended Classifier System (XCS) [7] ignited the recent development of LCSs. Especially for XCS, the rule discovery process has been heavily studied [1] .
When focusing on the RL side, however, few works [4] have contributed to ground LCSs to the firm mathematical basis of RL [5] , which derives mathematical convergence proof of learning or state generalization by means of the function approximation (FA) method. Applying such RL techniques to LCSs is expected to produce a variety of Genetic-based Machine Learning (GBML) methods ranging from the EC field to that RL field that would mutually potentate the adaptability of evolution and learning.
Towards our goal to build the foundations of LCS seamlessly connected to the basis of RL, in this paper, we first introduce our previous results deriving equivalence of the reinforcement process between an LCS and RL focusing particularly on the generalization mechanisms of both the LCS's rule condition generalization and RL's function approximation method. Next, we propose a simulation experiment that validates our theoretical results.
In detail, ZCS and XCS are compared with Q-learning with FA that derived: (a) the equivalence of the reinforcement process, and defines Reinforcement learning-based ZCS (RZCS), which is identical to ZCS but also satisfies the equivalence conditions; and (b) the inconsistency of the reinforcement process between XCS and Q-learning with FA, which derived Reinforcement learning-based XCS (RXCS) that is based on XCS but modified to be consistent with Q-learning with FA.
To validate this theoretical results, we conducted validation experiments to compare: (1) RZCS and Q-learning with FA; and (2) RXCS and Q-learning with FA, both regarding the approximated function designs of: (I) tabular representation; (II) state-aggregation; and (III) linear approximation. For these comparisons, the Gridworld environment was introduced, which is applicable to LCS with ternary representation and conformable to the approximated function design for Q-learning with FA. The empirical results showed identical performance and error between LCS and RL, thereby validating our previous work that derived the equivalence between LCS's reinforcement process and Qlearning with FA.
